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I. Introduction. In the previous papers(l-3), we presented a formulation
of cosmic-ray daily variations produced from solar anisotropies station-
ary through a year_ and also of their annual (or seasonal) modulation
caused by the annual variation of the rotation axis of the Earth relative
to that of the Sun. These anisotropiesare symmetric for an arbitrary
rotation around an axis. On the other hand, from observations of the
tri-diurnal variation(S), it has been suggested that solar anisotropies
also contain some axis-asymmetric term of the third order with respect to
the IMF-axis. This suggestion has recently found support in a theoretical
study by Munakata and Nagashima(4). According to their results, the terms
of axis-asymmetry with respect to IMF-axis appear also in the 2nd order
anisotropy, together with some different kinds of axis-symmetric terms.
The contribution of these anisotropies to the daily variation is
different fromthat of those discussed previously. In the present paper,
we extend the above mentioned formulation to a case of a generalized
anisotropy.
2. Formulation. Following after the formulation by Munakata and
Nagashima(4), we express the stationary anisotropy N(r,p) through a year
in the IMF-polar-coordinatesystem defined in fig. I, as
_n
_(r,p)=E_ ' {N_c(r,p)cosn@'+_s (r,p)sinr_" } P_n(cos@"), (1)
n=l_=O
where V_C(r,p) and _S(r,p) are coefficients, and the angles ®" and ¢"
express the incident direction of cosmic rays with momentum p at a point
r. P_n(COS®') in the equation is the semi-normalized associate Legendre
function(6). It is noted that the terms with coefficients _C(r,p)'s have
a symmetry with respect to the IMF-axis, and have been discussed in the
previous papers(1-3) . In eq.(1), each term with the coefficient V_c or
_s can be expressed in the equatorial coordinate system, as
n
(2)
LV_s (r, p )P_,(cos@")sinm¢" =_.P_, (cosO)S_n (_1 n, m, s ),
k:O
where
_(_1 n,m,o)=O_ ° {a_ (_sl n,m,o)cosk(_-_s+_)+b_(o_ I n,m,o)sink(_-c_s+n)} , (3)
in which the angles _ and 0 are, respectively, the right-ascension and
the co-declination (0=_-8) of the particle's incident direction, c_ in
eq.(3) is the right-ascension of the Sun, and _-c_+_ is related to solar
local time t as _-(_s+_=2_(t/P_Ahr). Using this relation, the incideng
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direction can be expressed in terms of 0 and f instead of 0 and _. The
coefficientsa,_and bhnin eq.(8) vary with as, owing to the seasonal
variation of the relative configuration between the equatorial- and
IMF-coordinatesystems arising from the Earth's revolution around the
Sun. Applying the frequency modulation method(2), _ of eq.(3) can be
transformed as
S_(a[n,_,o)=_S_(tt/k[n,m,o) for o=c or s, and k_O, (4)
_=--oo
where
S_ ( t l/k I n, m,o );xkn ( l I n, m, o )cos (2k_ t t/k/24hr )
+ _kn( [ I n, m,o )sin (P&_t l/k/P-4hr ), (5)
where
'_ ( l I n, m,o )=Tx (k, l I,*,m,o)n;:o(l In, ,o )=T_ (k, ! In, , (6)
in which T. and Tu are called the transformation coefficients. In
eqs. (4) and (5), ft/k is the time in hours (O_24hr) in a day defined by
lyear/(365+l/k) and therefore l_n(cosO)S_(ti/kln,m,o) expresses the k-th
harmonic of the daily variation in the time frame of tl/k observed by a
vertical telescope pointing toward the O-direction in the outer space of
the Earth.
The terms with l=O are the yearly averaged solar k-th harmonic varia-
tions and are expressed by the symbol "SO", while those for l_O are
called the extended sidereal (l>O) and anti-sidereal (l<O) daily
variations(2) and are expressed by the symbol "SIl/k for />0 and
"ASlll/k for /<0.
Assuming that the anisotropy is stationary through a year; all the
transformation coefficients Tx (k, 11n,m,o) and Tu (k, l I n,m,o) in eq. (6) are
obtained for nN3 and I 11___3 and are shown in Tables I , _ and _ • In
the caleuiations, B, assumed to have Parker's Archimedian spiral struc-
ture, is expressed in the heliographic polar co-ordinate system
(r, Oh, _h) as
B_=Bo(la. u./r) 2 ,
Bob=O, (7)
B_h=-Bo (1a. u./r )sinOh,
where B0 is positive( negative ) for the away ( toward ) sector. The
" inclination of the solar equatorial plane with respect to the ecliptic
plane is also taken into account in the calculations(°).
3. Discussion and Conclusion. The terms with a mark "c _ in tables express
the IMF-sense-independent terms, as the corresponding coefficients _c "s
in eq. (2) are independent of IMF-sense(4). On the contrary, the terms
with a mark °s" express the IMF-sense-dependent terms, as _s's change
their sign with the change of IMF-sense.
The No.1 and No.2 terms in Table I produce the soiar diurnal varia-
tion of north-south symmetric type, whereas the No.3 term produces the
IMF-sense-dependent sidereal diurnal variation of Swinson type(7).
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The most important term in Table _ is that of No.l. It is
noteworthy that the No.4 and No.5 terms are IMF-sense-dependentand will
be discussed in detail in a separate paper(a).
The importance o£ the No.l tern]in Table _ has been well acknowledged
for the explanation of the solar tri-diurnal variation from the theoreti-
cal point of view, whereas the existence of the No.2 term has recently
been pointed out by Munakata and Nagashima(4).
In conclusion, it is emphasized that the transformation
coefficients(T_ and T_j) in these tables enable us to connect solar
anisotropies produced from the diffusion-convection process with the
observed cosmic-ray solar daily variation and its seasonal variation and,
as the result, enable us to obtain the informationof electromagnetic
state in interplanetaryspace from the observation of solar daily varia-
tion o£ cosmic rays.
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Fig, I. The IMF-POLAR-C(]ORDINATE SYSTEM.
p: Momentum o£ particle.
V: Solar wind velocity.
el : Unit vector in the direction o£ "away"
magnetic field.
e2 ca: Unit vector in the direction o£ e1×V .
el e2=e3 x el . ,
( AwW Fi eld )
Table I . The transformation coefficients Tz(k,lln,m,o) and Ty(k,Zln,m,o ) in eq.(6)
for n=l, in units of 10 -3 .
'No. wr_o k l = 3 l = 2 l = 1 l = 0 l = -1 l = -2 l = -3
Tx Ty T× Ty T× Ty Tx Ty T× Ty T× Ty Tx Ty
1 } lOci I -3, 47 698,-668 16,-15
2 llc 1 32, -_6 660, 67I I3, I6
3 lls 1 -4, 9 ) 62, -410 -57, -25 -t, 0
i
I
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Table _ . The transformation coefficients T= (t, l I ram,a) and T, (k, l I n,m,a) in eq. (6)
for n:2, in units of 10-3.
No. nmo k l l : 8 l : a I = I I l = 0 l = -1 l = -2 l = -8
l
Tx Ty T× Ty T× Ty ] T× Ty T× T_ Tx Ty Tx Ty
1 20c I -8, -12 -55, 285 -300, 5.9 -7, I
2 51, BO 34, -804 2, -36
}
2 21c 1 -9, 16 57, t -45,-395 O, -9
2 -41, -25 907, 25 40, 4
3 22c I 23, -8 -80, 579 266, " 6, l
2 134, 17 8, 421 3, 17
4 21s 1 22, 102 5,91,-5.53 28, 6
..... . ............. ................ ........... . ...... . ............ ............ . .........
2 22, !3 -230, -330 -61 , !3 -2, 1
5 22S 1 12I,-I00 531, 522. -12, 28
2 -25, -13 313,-227 -13, -59 -1, -2
Table _ . The transformation coefficients T=(k,llmm,o ) and T_(k,llmm,o ) in eq, (6
for n=8, in units of I0-3.
No. I nn_ k l = 8 l = 2 l = I l = 0 l = -I l = -2 l = -8
I T_ Ty Tx Ty Tx T_ Tx Ty Tx Ty Tx T_ Tx Ty
1 30c l -35,-110 -291, 274 82, 46
2 -30, -7 167, 247 -188, 276 -9, I_
8 103, I0 -466,-532 -31, -36
2 81c 1 i -6l, 40: -I27,-I01 -TO, 122
2 I0, 15 -60, 46 -343,-267 -14, -I3
5 ........ ,7 5, . 36
3 82.c I -42,-132 -342, 293 -I17, -75
2 -38, -15 268, 380 238,-2.28 I2, -9
,04.-96 353. _50 ,_, #?5
59,i I
2 52, 53 -410, 306 102, 139 3, 7
3 84, 128 -113, 140 -9, 5
5 Sis 1 -19, -26 -83, 4,4.9 -373, 75 -9, -Z
2 I37, 65 42, -563 28, -22
3 38, -t5 -368, -7?' -4t, 46 -I, 3
6 _2S I -25, 47 75, II -60,-537 12, -12
_, 2 -30, -57 655, 14 23, 38
3 -2!, 28 84,-451 -57, -48 -4, -2
7 S3s 1 63, 0 -83, 639 389, -8 8, !!
2 258, 48 27, 345 -25, 9
3 2, -51 261, 38 27, -34 !, -2
